Minutes Online Conference
19. February 2015 10.00 – 11.00CET
Adobe Connect: http://frea.adobeconnect.com/p9lo40uk4mi/

Participants: Francesca (LIG), Jelena (UNDP), Johanne (ESS), Nils (ECnet), Per-Anders (KRONO), Peter
(ICLEI), Silvia (LIG), Zane (LEIF), Sarah (HOL), Jørgen (HOL) ref.
1. Welcome (Jørgen)
2. Status from TF leaders (HOL/ALL)
Jelena, Per-Anders, Nils, Zane and Francesca reported the actual status.
3. Discussion of calculators, which was presented by Angelica Tisch at our last meeting. How
can we use the calculators in PRIMES? (ECNet/all)
Nils recalled the discussion with our Project Officer during the negotiation phase. In the application we had
used an estimation method made by our English partner, who actually withdrew from the project. However
the project officer asked us to change the calculation methods to the calculation methods recommended by
ICLEI. This method calculates the differences between the actual implemented solutions and the “business
as usual” implementations.
Nils raised two questions. How partners considered the presentation from Angela Tisch. How to proceed
using the calculations.
Jelena reported that they have good experiences using the calculators developed by Angela Tisch.
Per-Anders reported that the calculators seem to be useful. However, they have not used any of these yet,
so they must test these before they can give feed-back on the question. Immediately Per-Anders could not
see any problems.
Nils concluded that the calculation tools looks useful and relevant for PRIMES, however he recommended
also taking a look at the Bye Smart+ tools.
In terms of the work progress, Nils recommended all partners to test the calculators before the Riga
meeting, so we can have a specific point on the Steering group meeting in Riga, where we can discuss and
exchange experience with the calculators.
Per-Anders recommended taking a look at http://www.cleanvehicle.eu/?id=427 which also considers Life
Cycle Costs LCC whenever that is an issue.

4. Meeting in Riga - Practical details in relation to Procura+ (LEIF)
Zane reminded that we in Koprivnica talked about having a common seminar together with Procura+
The partners agreed to continue work with that idea so Zane promised to continue the work with planning
the seminar.
Ref. Jørgen

